Benefits Optimizer for Social Security (Boss)
FAQs and How To -Dos
The following are some of the most frequently asked questions.
How do I display Living Expenses Chart?
Make sure you have entered Living Expenses data. The Graphic Reports menu is drawn
dynamically. The tab for Living Expenses Pie is shown if you have entered at least 1 expense
amount in Living Expenses. Until such time there is something to show the Living Expenses tab
is omitted from the Graphic Reports menu.
How can I get computational backup for values shown in result window?
Each results shown on the Result Display Window is fully supported for its computations.
To display these details just tap at the amount or graph.
The liquid capital bar is green at the beginning and red towards the end. How do I find
out what year the liquid capital exhausts and turns negative?
Tap of the bar and the turning year will be described in a message below.
How can I compare two retirement scenarios?
Make sure you have entered different start ages of social security in both option tabs.
.
This is a premium feature available when premium features are active in your app
Numeric limitations of this appNumeric entries made in this app are limited to 999 million in value. Sum totals in any data
category must not exceed 2 billion to insure mathematical accuracy.
Boss can process amounts up to 2,000,000,000 (2 billion) in its computations. Amounts
exceeding this limit will produce erroneous results. This app should not be used for plans where
total amounts may exceed 2 billion in any year of the plan.
Is the data shared with an external server for computations & report generation?
No. Boss is fully self-contained app. All computations and scenario generation takes place
within your device. No data is transmitted or shared.
Can I personalize Expense item titles?
You can customize any line item that is entered in the detail input grid. To change its default title
press on the title and hold for about 3 seconds.

